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ENGINEERING AGREEMENT 

FOR 

GEOTECH SERVICES  

IN LANCASTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA 

THIS AGREEMENT, entered into this _____ day of ________, 2019, by and between Lancaster

County, hereinafter referred to as the "COUNTY", and The Schemmer Associates, Inc., hereinafter 

referred to as the "ENGINEER"; 

WHEREAS the COUNTY desires to employ the ENGINEER to render professional engineering 

services and such other services as may be required and as hereinafter set forth in the scope of work for 

the soil boring and testing for Project 19-02 on South 82nd Street, from Roca Road to Bennet Road (See

Exhibit “A”); 

WHEREAS, the ENGINEER is willing to perform such work in accordance with the terms 

hereinafter provided and does represent it is in compliance with the Nebraska Statutes relating to the 

registration of professional engineers, and hereby agrees to comply with all federal, state, and local laws 

and ordinances applicable to the work; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, the parties hereto 

agree as follows: 

I. SCOPE OF WORK 

A. The ENGINEER agrees to provide the services set out in the Scope of Services (“Exhibit A”) for 

Project 19-02 South 82nd Roca Road to Bennet Road Grading, Geotechnical exploration consisting 

of soil boring and testing, in Lancaster County, Nebraska. 

B. Upon receiving written notice to proceed from the COUNTY, the ENGINEER shall perform the work 

required under this agreement as detailed in Exhibit “A”. 

II. TIME OF BEGINNING AND COMPLETION OF THE WORK

A. The ENGINEER will complete the work as follows: 

1. The ENGINEER shall do all the work according to the schedule in attached Exhibit “A” and

shall complete all work required under this agreement in a satisfactory manner by May 31,

2019.  Any work or services performed on the project prior to the Notice-to-Proceed date is
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not eligible for reimbursement. Any costs incurred after the completion date are not eligible 

for reimbursement unless the COUNTY has provided a written extension of time.  

B. This completion time or period will not be extended because of any unwarranted or avoidable 

delay attributed to the ENGINEER. 

C. Amendments or changes in the scope of work which entail a significant increase in the number 

of man hours expended by the forces of the ENGINEER or any unavoidable delays caused by 

the COUNTY or other governmental agencies which are beyond the control of the ENGINEER 

may form the basis of the COUNTY granting an extension of time.  In the event that the scope 

of work is altered as described above, the County Engineer and the ENGINEER will determine 

through negotiation the additional time period to be added to the Agreement.  This Agreement 

may be amended only by a written instrument executed by both parties. 

D. COUNTY authorized changes in the scope of work, which increase or decrease work hours or 

services required of the Consultant, will provide the basis for a change of time and/or changes 

to the Consultant’s fee. 

III. OWNERSHIP OF ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS

All CAD drawings, plans, specifications, maps, design computations, sketches, charts and other data 

prepared or obtained under the terms of this Agreement shall become the property of the COUNTY 

and may be used by the COUNTY without restrictions or limitations on projects funded using federal 

and state aid or locally funded projects. 

IV. ABANDONMENT CHANGE OF SCOPE, SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION

A. It is mutually agreed the services to be performed by the ENGINEER may not be assigned, 

sublet, or transferred without the written consent by the COUNTY.  Any assignment without the 

COUNTY’S written consent shall be absolutely void. 

B.  It is mutually agreed the COUNTY has the right to terminate this Agreement at any time upon 

written notice:  

i) In the event the improvement is to be abandoned or indefinitely postponed; or

ii) Because of the ENGINEER’S disability or death;

Provided in any such case the ENGINEER shall be paid the reasonable value of his services 

rendered up to the time of termination as determined by the COUNTY; or 

iii) In the judgement of the COUNTY, such services are unsatisfactory or the ENGINEER has

failed to abide by the conditions of this Agreement in all respects.  In such cases, the ENGINEER 

shall be paid the reasonable value of his services up to the time of termination as determined 
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by the COUNTY. 

 

C. It is mutually agreed no material change in the scope of the work as set forth herein will be made 

unless provided for by a separate written supplemental agreement executed by the parties 

herein.  Said supplemental agreement shall specify whatever adjustment of the ENGINEER'S 

fee is to be made. 

 

D. If any part of this Agreement is held invalid, the remainder hereof shall not be affected thereby 

if such remainder would then continue to conform to the terms and requirements of applicable 

law. 

 

V. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

A. To the fullest extent permitted by law the ENGINEER shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless 

the COUNTY, its elected officials, officers, employees, agents, consultants, and employees of 

any of them from and against claims, damages, losses and expenses, including but not limited 

to attorney fees, arising out of or resulting from performance of this Agreement, provided that 

such claim, damage, loss or expense is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease or death, 

or to injury to or destruction of tangible or intangible property, including the work itself, but only 

to the extent caused by the negligent, wrongful, or intentional acts or omissions of the 

ENGINEER, a subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by them or anyone for 

whose acts they may be liable, regardless of whether or not such claim, damage, loss or 

expense is caused in part by the negligence of a party indemnified hereunder.  In the event the 

claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in part by the negligence of a party indemnified 

hereunder, the indemnification by the ENGINEER shall be prorated based on the extent of the 

liability of the party indemnified hereunder.  Such obligation shall not be construed to negate, 

abridge, or reduce obligations of indemnity which would otherwise exist as to a party or person 

described in this Section.  Nothing herein shall be construed to be a waiver of sovereign 

immunity by the COUNTY. 

 

B. The ENGINEER warrants they have not employed or retained by any company or person, other 

than a bona-fide employee working for the ENGINEER, to solicit or secure this Agreement, and 

they have not paid or agreed to pay any company or person, other than a bona-fide employee 

any fee, commission, percentage, brokerage fee, gift or any other consideration contingent upon 

or resulting from the award or making of this Agreement.  For breach or violation of this warranty, 

the COUNTY shall have the right to annul this Agreement without liability or, in its discretion, to 

deduct from the Agreement price of consideration or otherwise recover the full amount of such 

fee, commission, percentage, brokerage fee, gift or contingent fee. 

 

C. It is the express intent of the parties that this Agreement shall not create an employer-employee 
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relationship.  Employees of the ENGINEER shall not be deemed to be employees of the 

COUNTY, and employees of the COUNTY shall not be deemed to be employees of the 

ENGINEER.  The ENGINEER and the COUNTY shall be responsible to their respective 

employees for all salary and benefits.  Neither the ENGINEER’S employees nor the COUNTY’S 

employees shall be entitled to any salary or wages from the other party or to any benefits made 

to their employees, including, but not limited to, overtime, vacation, retirement benefits, workers’ 

compensation, sick leave or injury leave.  Each party shall also be responsible for maintaining 

workers’ compensation insurance, unemployment insurance and any applicable railroad 

insurance coverage for its employees, and for payment of all federal, state, local and any other 

payroll taxes with respect to its employees’ compensation. 

D. The parties agree that the ENGINEER, its officers, employees and agents shall be available for 

any in-court testimony as requested by the Lancaster County Attorney’s Office.  The ENGINEER 

also agrees to make themselves, its officers, employees and agents available to attend any 

necessary meetings or conferences in preparation of testimony as requested by the Lancaster 

County Attorney’s Office.  Should the County Attorney’s Office require conferences, meetings 

or in court testimony of the ENGINEER, its officers, employees or agents, the ENGINEER shall 

bill the COUNTY at its current standard billing rates. 

E. The ENGINEER further agrees themselves and their subcontractors, if any, will maintain books, 

documents, papers, accounting records and other evidence pertaining to costs incurred, and to 

make such materials available at their respective office at all reasonable times during the 

Agreement period and for three (3) years thereafter from the date of final payment under the 

Agreement for inspection by the COUNTY.  Copies of these records will be furnished by the 

ENGINEER to the COUNTY, if required. 

F. The ENGINEER hereby agrees to affix the seal of a registered professional engineer employed 

by the ENGINEER and licensed to practice in the state of Nebraska on all documents prepared 

hereunder. 

G. The ENGINEER further agrees not to employ personnel presently employed by the COUNTY 

or the State of Nebraska in an engineering capacity for work under this Agreement on either a 

full or part-time basis. 

H. The ENGINEER agrees to abide by the provisions of the Nebraska Fair Employment Practices 

Act of 1965, R.R.S. 1943, Sections 48-1101 through 48-1125 which is made a part of this 

Agreement and is included in this Agreement by this reference. 

I. COUNTY’S failure or neglect to enforce any of its rights under this Contract will not be deemed 

to be a waiver of COUNTY’S rights. 
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J. In accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. § 4-108 through § 4-114, ENGINEER agrees to register with 

and use a federal immigration verification system, to determine the work eligibility status of new 

employees performing services within the State of Nebraska.  A federal immigration verification 

system means the electronic verification of the work authorization program of the Illegal 

Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, 8 U.S.C. § 1324a, otherwise 

known as the E-Verify Program, or an equivalent federal program designated by the United 

States Department of Homeland Security or other federal agency authorized to verify the work 

eligibility status of a newly hired employee pursuant to the Immigration Reform and Control Act 

of 1986.  ENGINEER shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 

to be employed in the performance of this section pursuant to the requirements of state law and 

8 U.S.C.A § 1324b.  ENGINEER shall require any subcontractor to comply with the provisions 

of this section. 

K. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject 

matter herein and merges all prior discussions between them.  It shall not be modified except 

by written agreement dated subsequent to the date of this Agreement and signed by all parties. 

VI. FEES AND PAYMENTS

A. In consideration of the performance of the services under this Agreement, the ENGINEER will 

be compensated by the payment of the lump sum fee(s) specified herein. The ENGINEER 

agrees said fee(s) shall be full and complete compensation for the work performed, equipment 

and materials used, and services rendered in connection with the work specified herein. 

1. Fees (Lump Sum Costs): Geotechnical Exploration

a. Geotechnical exploration & Report    $4,240.00 

TOTAL ………………………………………………………………………..  $4,240.00 

This fee will be considered due and payable in monthly invoices submitted by the ENGINEER 

VII. INSURANCE

A. ENGINEER shall, prior to beginning work, provide proof of insurance coverage in a form 

satisfactory to the County, which shall not withhold approval unreasonably.  The coverages and 

minimum levels required by this contract are set forth below and shall be in effect for all times 

that work is being done pursuant to this Contract.  No work on the Project or pursuant to this 
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Contract shall begin until all insurance obligations herein are met to the satisfaction of the 

County, which shall not unreasonably withhold approval.  Self-insurance shall not be permitted 

unless consent is given by the County prior to execution of the Agreement.  Deductible levels 

shall be provided in writing from the ENGINEER’s insurer and will be no more than $10,000.00 

per occurrence. Said insurance shall be written on an OCCURRENCE basis, and shall be 

PRIMARY, with any insurance coverage maintained by the County being secondary or 

excess. 

B. Workers' Compensation: The ENGINEER shall provide proof of workers’ compensation 

insurance of not less than minimum statutory requirements under the laws of the State of 

Nebraska and any other applicable State.  The ENGINEER shall provide the County with an 

endorsement for waiver of subrogation.  The ENGINEER shall also be responsible for ensuring 

that all subcontractors have workers’ compensation insurance for their employees before and 

during the time any work is done pursuant to this Contract. 

C. Commercial General Liability: The ENGINEER shall provide proof of Commercial General 

Liability Insurance with the coverages and at the minimum limits set forth herein.  These 

minimum limits can be met by primary and umbrella liability policies. Coverage shall include: 

Premises-Operations, Products/ Completed Operations, Contractual, Broad Form Property 

Damage, and Personal Injury and shall be no less than $1,000,000 Each Occurrence and 

$2,000,000 Aggregate. Such coverage shall be endorsed for the general aggregate to be on a 

PER PROJECT basis, and the ENGINEER shall provide an additional insured endorsement 

acceptable to the County. The description of operations must state "Blanket coverage for all 

projects and operations of ENGINEER” or similar language that meets the approval of the 

County, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

D. Automobile Liability: The ENGINEER shall provide proof of Automobile coverage, which shall 

include: Comprehensive Form, Owned, Hired and Non-Owned. Bodily Injury and Property 

Damage Combined Single Limit shall be at least $1,000,000 Per Accident. 

E. Professional Liability: Professional Liability Insurance covering damages arising out of 

negligent acts, errors, or omissions committed by ENGINEER in the performance of this 

Agreement, with a liability limit of not less than $1,000,000 each claim.  ENGINEER shall 

maintain this policy for a minimum of two (2) years after completion of the work or shall arrange 

for a two-year extended discovery (tail) provision if the policy is not renewed.  The intent of this 

policy is to provide coverage for claims arising out of the performance of professional Services 

under this contract and caused by any error, omission, breach or negligent act for which the 

ENGINEER is or could be liable. 

F. Additional Insured: An Additional Insured endorsement shall be provided to County naming 
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EXECUTED by the COUNTY this _________ day of _____________________, 20__. 

LANCASTER COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

Approved as to form 

This ______ day of __________________, 20__. 

_______________________________________ 

Deputy County Attorney 
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SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

INSURER F :

INSURER E :

INSURER D :

INSURER C :
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IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
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INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

$

$

$
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$

$

$
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STATUTE
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POLICY EXP
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$
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ACORD 25 (2016/03)

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.
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The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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AUTOS ONLY

2/5/2019

The Harry A. Koch Co.
P.O. Box 45279
Omaha NE 68145-0279

402-861-7000

Continental Casualty Co. 20443
National Fire Insurance Co of Hartford 20478

The Schemmer Associates, Inc.
1044 North 115th Street
Omaha NE 68154

Continental Insurance Company 35289
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Lancaster County is included as additional insured to CGL as respects to any and all projects.
Lancaster County is primary & noncontributory additional insured for general liability and auto liability if required by written contract executed prior to loss.
Waiver of Subrogation applies for general liability, auto liability and workers compensation if required by written contract executed prior to loss.
The policies have been endorsed to provide 30 days notice of cancellation, except for cancellation for nonpayment of premium, in which case 10 days notice of
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Cyber Coverage – Beazley Insurance Co. NAIC #37540. Policy #V1A8C3180301 term: 1/14/18-19 limits $1,000,000

Lancaster County
555 South 10th Street
Lincoln NE 68508
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Blanket Additional Insured - Owners, Lessees or
Contractors - with Products-Completed

Operations Coverage Endorsement
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Changes - Notice of Cancellation or Material
Restriction Endorsement
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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THE SCHEMMER ASSOCIATES, INC.

Copyright CNA All Rights Reserved. Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc., with its permission.
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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Copyright CNA All Rights Reserved. Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc., with its permission.
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Architects, Engineers and Surveyors General Liability
Extension Endorsement
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A, by which solely
single in

;

C by accidents which solely
single

will Limit shown in

C. this INSURANCE LOCATION

owns

by which is
If such

if
specifications will still

limit involving
lots, whose is only by waterway
shall single

D. limits shown in
will subject Limit

Limit, solely

liability is
in

, locations involved, will
Limit shown in

INSURANCE by this
INSURANCE LOCATION shall as

IN ACTIONS

in vessel by , by
, will in as in

.

INCIDENTAL CARE

with :

A. , A , is
with following:

applies services incidental
business only if:

such is by in .

first . All will
first act, omission is ;
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B. , A , entitled
is to:

i. following exclusion:

exclusion applies only if is by
liability available which would available its
limits).

ii. exclusion entitled it with following:

to:

liability including
limited

iii. following exclusions:

to:

including limited
individual's origin, religion, disability, sexual

criminal malicious act, omission.

violation law with similar
local

which is by

C. is to:

i. following definitions:

act, omission by
in of:

services in which is

services
supplies by following in capacity as such solely

duly licensed as
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f. Dentist;

i.

j. allied

include services in with clinical
trials testing.

ii. definition it with following:

. All acts, omissions logically by
fact, situation, advice decision will

single ;

iii. definition to:

following:

with to:

while in by
while

business;

while
business;

such .

with to:

while
business;

while in by
while business;

such .

, , AN INSURED.

D. is in its it with
following:
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this it is excess self risk
excess, basis,

specifically by excess this

JOINT / /

A.

following is AN INSURED:

If was joint limited liability such joint
limited liability , such

is with its in such joint limited liability
only

giving rise such
such first such

first such

is valid collectible specifically joint
limited liability

If joint limited liability is was
, such will always valid collectible

this will ,
would

entitled CCIP, OR
CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE PROGRAMS. definition

.

B.

following is AN INSURED:

is also in joint is
only if such joint all following criteria:

only;

is valid collectible specifically joint

However, is only such business within such
joint is liability acts omissions

C. AN INSURED is its last it with following:

as this
by (if is with

joint limited liability is
shown as in
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DAMAGE / / IN NAMED
CARE, OR CONTROL

A. A , entitled
is exclusion j. in its it with following:

to:

j.

to:

owns, occupies, including costs by
entity,

such including injury

sells, gives away if

;

in ;

which
directly indirectly if

was
it.

this exclusion by fire)
by with

consecutive limit applies as
in INSURANCE.

this exclusion if .

this exclusion liability

this exclusion in
.

this exclusion to:

i. tools,

ii. in while in
away

However, by this to:

site awaiting such installation,

is by ;
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is , aircraft

in transit;

which available valid collectible
would such its limits, its

exclusions.

limit such INSURANCE
as below.

B. A , entitled
is its last it with following:

by fire while
by with

consecutive

limit applies this as in INSURANCE.

C. following is INSURANCE:

is will A
all tools

in while in
away such

until such
this in If exercises right,

will such

D. , Limit, INSURANCE is by
following:

Limit), Limit
is will A

while by with
including such

consecutive Limit is of:

Limit shown in

Condition is by following:

(ii) is , by
with in

LIQUOR

A , entitled
is exclusion entitled .

LIQUOR who qualifies as
this .
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MEDICAL

A. INSURANCE is it with
following:

Limit), Limit is
will C all by

Limit is of:

unless is shown $N,NNN,NNN,NNN;

shown in Limit.

B. , C is
with following:

within

NON-OWNED AIRCRAFT

A , entitled
is as follows:

exclusion entitled is following:

exclusion aircraft by ,

pilot in certificate issued by duly United
as airline pilot;

aircraft is with crew ;

aircraft is

NON-OWNED

A , entitled
is exclusion entitled ,

it with following.

exclusion to:

is by , is:

less

AND INJURY –DISCRIMINATION OR HUMILIATION

A. , definition is following tort:

Discrimination in injury

B. , B , entitled
is to:

entitled it with following:
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to:

by with
would violate would inflict . exclusion shall

in injury
only if such is intentionally by of:

;

, (if is
limited liability .

following exclusions:

to:

directly indirectly
by .

sale, sale,
dwelling by .

Notwithstanding is fines levied by entity

by this AND INJURY –DISCRIMINATION OR HUMILIATION
whose as solely

ADDITIONAL INSURED this

this .

AND INJURY CONTRACTUAL

A. , B , entitled
is exclusion entitled .

B. by this AND INJURY
CONTRACTUAL following section entitled

A AND B:

is by following:

in knows in such
such conflict exist

first is by following:

as by in
litigation by litigation
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by will as . will
will limits

C. AND INJURY CONTRACTUAL
if B is by this

.

AND INJURY CONTRACTUAL
who qualifies as this .

DAMAGE

A. , A , entitled
is such ,

B. by this DAMAGE
is following

is excess excess,
basis is

DIRECTORS AND

INSURED is include as who
only ,

services All limitations
also qualifying as this

section entitled A AND B is as follows:

A. is limit shown cost bail it with
limit;

B. is limit shown daily loss it with
limit.

UNINTENTIONAL HAZARDS

If fails disclose all existing
, will this such failure.

SUBROGATION BLANKET

CONDITIONS, entitled Us is
following:

waives
injury of:

in .

However, this waiver applies only in writing waive such in
only if such
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is in this ;

was , giving rise
.

CCIP, OR CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE PROGRAMS

following public in
in is
by

If CONSTRUCTION is this policy,

is following

A. following is

in which is was
involved, this exclusion legally as

of:

, ,
such

within
.

B. Condition is following :

is excess

excess, basis is available
as in

, only as in
.

C. is following definitions:

which
liability

all involved in such as

is is
including limited to:

single multifamily unit

in
similar

However, is individual units, include military
facilities, also

include hospitals
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CCIP, OR CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE PROGRAMS
who qualifies as this .

All

which is issued by
said in said unless is shown below,

with said
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